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its been five years since i wrote last macos, its been a while. i guess it was the transition to macos x,
but i was really bugged by the 20/80 switch and the fact that i couldn't run codewarrior or ppc. macos

became my first serious employer and by all accounts, a good one. i invested in time and effort to learn
cocoa, but i decided it would be much easier to run os9 and maybe, someday, look to get a job that

supported macos x. good times. and then came the tsunami. the transition was painful but finally i got
the nerve to make the leap to x86. x86 has always been a bit of a "free-for-all" and it seemed that while

i was easily finding code that worked on os9 with a bit of tweaking, it took time to find macos x
compatible code. finally, i found some good examples - but still not enough. i also found that the os9

code ran a lot slower than the new code - in part because of the os9 memory model, in part because of
the overhead of recompiling on the new architecture. this bothered me because of the sheer volume of

code that i have to modify - in any case, my health problems and the fact that i am under my own
contractual obligation to at&t, i had to move on to other projects. i originally tried to do two projects at

once. by the time i had finally gotten a few core pieces of the system to run on x86, i had already
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finished my opengl class, and so it seemed only logical to use my dual 1.2 ghz westmere core duo with
4 gb ram running snow leopard as my "problem-solving" machine. i even ran tiger but never used it to
write, because the new code was finally a bit faster and so i decided to skip leopard entirely. and so, i

was setting up the westmere on my imac as a dual boot between osx and windows xp.
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however, as i also have a 01/07 macbook pro and three imacs (one as a server), i also keep a second
machine running osx 10.6 tiger on a 01/07 g3. this machine is running a 1.2 ghz g4 - and it has 0.5 gb
of ram. it is also running tiger. jaguar fixed the problems with the kernel and the macos configuration.
however, snow leopard now seems a bit less stable than the older version of leopard. i continue to run
tiger, because lion is too slow for my needs, and tiger seems to run a lot faster than leopard with the
exact same hardware. so i just set a 3gb swap file, a 7gb and a 8gb disc on my first g4 machine and

just swap in my leopard installation cd whenever its needed. once you've found an os x 10.2 tiger install
disc, it's time to get to the fun part: finding and burning the optical disk image. almost all the os x tiger
install discs are based on an 800 mb cd-r disc that only holds about 7.2 gb of space. tiger's install disc
was smaller than powerpc tiger, and for the first time in os x history, its successor leopard was larger

than tiger -- in fact, all the years of progress since tiger's release have taken us towards a new personal
computing giant known as os x mavericks. mavericks packs up the os x 10.9.5 installation disc into

around 5.5 gb. once you've got the disc burned you're ready to go. install should be a breeze,
especially if you've been careful to burn the disc image at 4x rather than 8x speed. tiger's disc install

also has a substantial amount of bug fixing and optimizing work done to it in the first couple of years of
its life, so you should have a clean and.. well. stable installation on your jaguar mac. [infoworld: 10.4
tiger came with safari 5, an upgraded version of the webkit engine that was designed to speed os x's

safari browser.] 5ec8ef588b
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